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Carnival Curiosity
Debbie Knubley
Come in and welcome! Says the voice
whose tongue and lips and teeth are stained
a deep, inviting blue that synchronizes
in perfect idiosyncrasy with the whirling
phantasmal faces fixed in lights outside
magic mechanical carpets—capsules 
to transport you back fifty years, under
clearer skies, brighter stars, louder neon.
Tinny music clinks round and round
the merry-go-round. Carousel yourself
once more, one year younger, O girl of  the hour!
Zig-zag your way through the maze,
enter the spinning tunnel, and come out 
the other side. Reflected back in on itself,
a distorted image in two-dimensions
stares back, unsympathetic and empty.
Keep walking. Return to where you began:
Thick with three dimensions, tickets in hand,
sticky sweet crystals painting your face
a hue to match the dimming sky—
dotted with music notes and the call
for ten cent candy, winner every time.
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